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Story-at-a-Glance

CABG and Angioplasty are complex treatment modalities available to treat Coronary Artery 

Disease.

Compare to other invasive procedures, EECP as non-invasive, is cost effective and available in 

many centers.

Many clinical papers and publications are available about EECP treatment.  

Coronary artery disease is a very complex disease. So the management is also complex. The 

management of coronary artery disease is(CABG) bypass surgery and(PTCA)angioplasty both 

are complex treatment modality. So EECP is a simple non-invasive solution,when compared to 

the complex intervention solution offered by the cardiologist it is also cost effective and it can 

be easily reproduced in many centers.

 I think this has created the kind of bias in cardiologist mind. And also the EECP clinical papers 

and guidelines are all very recent. From 2013-2016 many clinical papers have been published. 

And many cardiologist text book and guidelines have recommended EECP treatment. So most 

of the cardiologist now will not have looked at EECP or read EECP in their standard curriculum. 

And possibly this is what the cardiologist is biased about the treatment, because they haven’t 

have this curriculum during their clinical education.

 And second important question is because now it is been recommended by the guidelines 

and text book. I think your cardiologist when you speak about your heart disease should also 

discuss about EECP as optional for your cardiac disease. If the cardiologist or interventional 

cardio-thoracic surgeon refuses to discuss EECP then probably they are withholding some 

information from you.Which may be very helpful for your heart disease management. 
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So even if your cardiologist doesn't advice EECP. I think as a patient,you should ask about EECP 

as an option and let the cardiologist explain to you. So right now because of the high 

recommendation for EECP, the cardiologist should not refuse and if they refuse, I think they are 

not giving all the information about the treatment option which is available to you. And it is 

hard to see in spite of so much of publication and supported by the government and insurance 

only a very less number of patient are benefiting by this very effective treatment. So we advice 

as a patient you have all right to ask your cardiologist and get the information about EECP. If 

not you can always have EECP information from (heal your heart) centre. And take a second 

opinion from any of our EECP centre across the country.

Heal Your Heart is a Franchisee Unit of Vaso-Meditech Pvt Ltd , who are the Largest Vaso-Meditech

Enhanced External Counterpulsation (EECP) Non Surgical Cardiac treatment Provider in India. The

Franchisee Unit offers investment, Clinical and technical support for Vaso-Meditech EECP treatment.

The Experienced staffs and distinguish clinical service coupled with web based patient management

system make Heal Your Heart as as preferred choice for Non-Invasive Cardiology.
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